In this paper, a modified Gerchberg Saxton algorithm for generating improved robust binary hologram is presented.
Introduction
Laser can introduce atom-light interaction via dipole interaction. In cold atom physic, lasers are widely used to manipulate atoms , e.g., Rabi flopping,dipole trapping,optical lattices,potential barrier and phase mask etc. It's also of great interest to construct quantum gas microscope [1] for single site addressability, which provides an very efficient method for manipulating the quantum state of a cold atom. When many such sites form a lattice, those trapped atoms can be used for quantum computing. Such application requires very high precision of lattice generation, which is hard if varieties of aberrations show up in an optical setup. To undo the wavefront distortion, one method is to use the binary hologram to compensate such imperfection [2] [3] . In cold atom experiments, we also want to trap a BEC in all kind of dipole potentials to study its quantum dynamic. Besides, to modify the trap in real time in a control way is also highly desirable to observe how a BEC evolve under different configurations. However it's very challenging to generate arbitrary dipole potential profile with desired phase map using transitional methods, such as transparency. The advent of programmable digital micro-mirror device(DMD) gives scientists a new freedom to create arbitrary dipole potential [4] [5] [6] [7].
Digital Micromirror Device
A Digital Micromirror Device(DMD) contains a 2D array of micromirror. Each mirror has a control memory bit associated with it, that will enable mirror to be turned on or off independently using. When a mirror is on, it will reflect light to the desired direction, when it is off, light will be reflected into another direction. A diagram of a DMD is showed in the Fig.1 . Such device is typically connected to a computer which controls the state of each micromirror. A DMD contains large mount of micromirrors, and users are able to program the pattern of a DMD formed by a micromirror array. An example of patterns on a DMD is showed in the Fig.2 , in which each of those micromirror is rotated by 45 degree to have shape of diamond. Some other types of DMD have different layout of micromirror.
The physical geometry of a real DMD(Model DLP3000 from Texas Instruments) is showed in the Fig.3 . This is the first type of DMD we used for experimental test. The size of each micromirror is about 7µm, and can be turn on and off around 4000Hz. Some higher model can provide much higher resolution and refresh rate.
Fourier Imaging
A thin lens can be used as Fourier engineer to transform a DMD pattern to the target image, the efficiency of light being focused to the target plane is not necessary lower than the case of 
Binarized Gerchberg-Saxton Algorithm
The algorithm described in [3] ) gives the general idea of the generating binary hologram, which yields very good results. But it needs to use some dithering or other methods to improve the image quality, which may be not necessarily to yield the best result. In the paper, a modified version of Gerchberg-Saxton(GS) algorithm is proposed, it takes the binary nature of the DMD into account. The conventional GS algorithm can be done in two different ways, one of them is showed in the Table 1 The GS algorithm can also be presented as a flow chart shown in Fig. 8 . The problem to apply this direct to the DMD binary hologram calculation is obvious, the final result has to be binarized using some schemes, such as cut-off value method, which may be too coarse. If a simple rule of binarization is used, for example, all resulted value with phase less than π is set to one, otherwise zero, the image quality is not good, as can be seen in the Fig. 8 and Fig. 7 .
To address this potential issue, one more step is insert into flow chart of the GS algorithm, as showed in the Fig.9 , we term the modified GS algorithm "Binarized GS Algorithm" or BGS algorithm . The extra step is applied on the step 3(as shown in Fig. 9 ) when the laser profile is taken as an input in the simulation, the new operation sets laser intensity to zero at locations with the phase condition φ < π (see the caption of Fig. 9 ).The simple additional step yields improvement on speed and image quality. So far, the distorted phase map has not been taken into the calculation, in real experimental, the phase correction is done by adding the phase map to the output of the step 5, and then truncating the result use simple rule, i.e: set the value of a pixel to zero if the corresponding phase is smaller than π, and zero otherwise. The image quality of the BGS method in much better than that of the GS method with just couples of iterations.
The improvement from the of binarized GS algorithm is shown in the Fig. 7 , and it can be seen that the modified GS algorithm gives more accurate images, and also with less surrounding noise 6, Check if the change of A is converged. if not, return to step 2. Table 1 . Algorithm: Gerchberg-Saxton Algorithm for a few iterations. When the iteration number increases, the resulted quality of the GS algorithm will improved and close to that produced by the BGS algorithm. So the major improvement of the BGS over GS is the speed of convergence.
Conclusion
In this paper, a modified version of Gerchberg Saxton algorithms by taking the binarization procedure of generating hologram for a DMD into consideration is presented. By simulation, the improvement of convergence is verified. Fig. 6 . Standard deviation of pixel values at the first order of resulted images as iteration increases. the GS33 line is for the case for a uniform square with size 33 pixel produced by the GS algorithm. The BGS33 is for the BGS algorithm. The square 17 plot is for a uniform square wit size 17 pixels. The maximum iteration is 30, it can be seen that the BGS converges faster than the GS, especially for the case of the small square, it converge in just about 3 iteration, while the GS take more than 6 iterations to converge. Fig. 9 . Binarized Gerchberg Saxton Algorithm: All the steps are the same as the GS algorithm showed in Figure 8 . The only difference comes from the diamond shape part, when the laser profile is changed based on the phase of step 2, if the phase of a pixel is smaller than π, the intensity of that point input at step 3 will be set to zero.
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